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Why Risk?

• Risk by definition is something you want to 
avoid, so why embrace it?

• Risk encourages a broader engagement 
across the organization when critical 
decisions need to be made.

• Risk provides an informed context for 
participants while reducing the need to find 
the “exact answer.”



Risk Assessment Program 
for Dam Safety

• A Risk Assessment Program (RAP) brings 
technical experts, operations, 
management, and regulators together to 
arrive at a common understanding of 
infrastructure performance and related 
issues.

• Initial meetings are aimed at 
understanding performance risks of our 
dams and supporting infrastructure.
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Phase I Workshop

• Assess and evaluate your dams and 
support infrastructure on the basis of 
likelihood and consequence of failure.

• Assemble this information into a Risk 
Matrix that provides an “instant visual” for 
where your critical needs are.

• Develop a priority list of dams and support 
infrastructure for advanced engineering 
studies or even retrofits.



Phase II Workshop

• This workshop focuses on event risk 
assessments associated with “high risk” 
dams and support infrastructure.

• Outcomes may include 
– agreement to shift location within Risk Matrix 

based on previously unknown information or 
conditions

– fragility analyses to further evaluate event risk 
and risk to operations



Ground RulesGround Rules
1. Studies in the workshop and resulting 

documents are unique for SCE dams. 
They are confidential and should not be 
released to the public, or for reference by 
others without prior permission from SCE

2. The resulting documents may be 
released to the FERC for reference only 
upon their request and with SCE Senior 
Management Approval



Failure Likelihood DescriptionsFailure Likelihood Descriptions
• Very High – There is direct evidence or substantial indirect evidence to suggest it 

has occurred and/or is likely to occur.  Or, a flood or earthquake with a return period 
less than 1,000 years would likely trigger the potential failure mode.

• High – The fundamental condition or defect is known to exist, indirect evidence 
suggests it is plausible, and key evidence is weighted more heavily toward likely than 
unlikely.  Or, a flood or earthquake with a return period between 1,000 and 10,000 
years would likely trigger the potential failure mode.

• 1/10,000
• Moderate – The fundamental condition or defect is known to exist, indirect evidence 

suggests it is plausible, and key evidence is weighted more heavily toward unlikely 
than likely.  Or, a flood or earthquake with a return period more remote than 10,000 
years would likely trigger the potential failure mode.

• Low – The possibility cannot be ruled out, but there is no compelling evidence to 
suggest it has occurred or that a condition or flaw exists that could lead to its 
development.  Or, a flood or an earthquake with a return period much more than 
10,000-years would likely trigger the potential failure mode.

• Remote – Several events must occur concurrently or in series is required to trigger 
failure.  Most, if not all of the events are very unlikely; potential failure is non-credible.  
(Note: this category may not be included on the risk matrix.)



Consequence (Simplified) DescriptionsConsequence (Simplified) Descriptions
• Level 0 – No significant impacts to the downstream population other 

than temporary minor flooding of roads or land adjacent to the river. 

• Level 1 – Downstream discharge results in minor property and 
environmental damage.  Damage is likely to recreation areas, roads, 
and bridges in low-lying areas.  Direct loss of life is unlikely. 

• Level 2 – Downstream discharge results in moderate property and 
environmental damage.  Damage to permanently occupied 
structures, recreation areas, roadways, and bridges in low lying 
areas is possible.  The potential exists for some direct loss of life.

• Level 3 – Downstream discharge results in extensive damage to 
permanently occupied structures, roadways and bridges throughout 
the inundation zone.  Direct loss of life is likely.

• Level 4 – Downstream discharge results in extensive damage to 
permanently occupied structures, roadways and bridges throughout 
the inundation zone.  Direct loss of life could be high.



Confidence LevelConfidence Level
For each category rating, assign a confidence
level to the rating:

– Good: Confidence in the rating is high; it is 
unlikely that additional information would 
change the rating

– Poor: Confidence in the rating is low; additional 
information could very well result in a change to 
the rating

– Medium: In between Good and Poor



PFMA CategoryPFMA Category
Category I – Highlighted – These potential failure modes have the greatest significance,
considering: need for awareness, potential for occurrence, and magnitude of adverse
consequences (physical possibility is evident, fundamental flaw or weakness is
identified, and condition or events leading to failure are in progress or seem reasonable
and credible).

Category II – Considered but not Highlighted – These potential failure modes are 
less

significant than Category I. They are judged to be possible but do not need to be
highlighted to the owner for various reasons. For example, the PFM does not result in a
significant downstream hazard; it has a low probability of occurrence; or there is an
existing monitoring or maintenance program that makes the probability of occurrence
unlikely. However, conditions are such that they are physically plausible and continued
awareness is important.

Category III – More Information or Analysis Needed – A potential failure mode 
in

this category requires additional information and/or analysis to allow proper classification.

Category IV – Ruled Out – There is not a physical possibility that these potential failure
modes could occur, the concern is eliminated by considered information, and/or the
possibility that the failure mode could occur is so remote as to be non-credible.





RAP Worksheet for RAP Worksheet for 
Sample DamSample Dam







Industry TrendIndustry Trend
1. USBR is the first major dam owner who has 

conducted a “Risk Assessment Program for 
Dams” and has developed guidelines for the 
program

2. The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
has started a program motivated by “Katrina.”

3. FERC-Washington DC has proposed a Risk 
Assessment Program (RIDM) with a budget 
plan beginning in 2010.



The TeamThe Team



John Yen setting the tone of the WorkshopJohn Yen setting the tone of the Workshop



The Team at WorkThe Team at Work



The Team at WorkThe Team at Work
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